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The problem of defining, classifying the description as one of composite-and-

speech forms of a fiction text, distinguishing its lexical and grammar peculiarities and 

ascertaining its role and place in the text is not new in the sphere of philological 

research. The description, and the landscape description in particular, attracted 

attention of many scholars who viewed it in many aspects, in linguistic and artistic 

ones as well. But studying landscape descriptions didn’t lose its actuality in the facet 

of its intonation organisation, since during its oral actualisation a listener can fully 

percept a multicolourful landscape, which is reproduced by the combination of 

intonation means among which its dynamic component takes an important place. In 

view of this, we think it is important to consider originality of loudness modifications 

functioning in intonation organisation of rural static landscape descriptions as one of 

the kinds of description texts. The objective of the paper is to ascertain the 

functioning of the dynamic parameter in English prosaic rural static landscape 

descriptions’ intonation by means of performing its auditory analysis. The intonation 

characteristic under study is included into the invariant intonation pattern of these 

landscape descriptions. It enables their differentiation in comparison with other 

landscape descriptions. 

At the same time direct studying of intonation means of landscape 

descriptions’ actualisation needs, in our view, grounding and systematization of the 

present diversity of linguistic features, which are distinctly correlated with the 



experimental phonetic study’s tasks. The classification of linguistic features of 

landscape descriptions in English prose 1, c. 165-169 is developed taking into 

account different criteria, among which locality type is the main one. The developed 

in such a way classification can serve as a reliable ground for working out the 

methodology of experimental phonetic study of the dynamic peculiarities of rural 

static landscape descriptions’ intonation organisation. 

Methodological basis of our research is a functional and communicative 

approach to studying specificity of landscape descriptions’ intonation, and static 

descriptions in particular 3. We also used general theoretical and phonological 

views of scholars on mechanisms and laws of segmental and suprasegmental units’ 

functioning in oral prosaic texts 4, c. 139-146; 5, c. 200−203; 7, c. 169−177.  

The auditory analysis was aimed to studying loudness modifications in 

intonation of static descriptions of the rural area. To fulfil the practical part of the 

study we developed a complex programme and methodology of the research 

according to which the experimental defining of common and differential features of 

invariant and variant intonation patterns was made to state the intonation means’ 

interaction regularities in English rural static landscape descriptions’ realisation 2, c. 

161−165. The experimental study programme included the following steps: the 

choice of language material and its presenters, landscape descriptions’ auditory 

analysis by phoneticians, summary of the experimental results and their linguistic 

interpretation. The suggested methodology guaranteed a succession of experimental 

material corps formation and sequence of auditory analysis. Observance of all the 

experimental phonetic study programme and methodology stages made it possible to 

fulfil rural static descriptions’ auditory analysis and make an adequate interpretation 

of the obtained results.  

Generalized data of loudness variants’ frequency in rural static descriptions 

prove that moderate loudness (81,81%) is characteristic for them. Its fluctuations 

from a lowed to a raised variant are stipulated by rural landscape descriptions’ kind 

and the level of emotional-and-pragmatic potential. The highest recurrence of a 

moderate variant and insignificant rate of raised loudness (12,12%) are inherent for 



static descriptions. The high frequency of moderate loudness is explained by different 

reasons: in rural static descriptions it marks establishment of the known information, 

facilitates conveying tranquility or silence of an evening/night landscape. Meanwhile 

the cases of lowing down loudness (6,06%) in some communicatively important 

words. Their degree of contrast in respect to other words attracts a listener’s attention.  

Such a tendency of loudness modifications in rural static landscape 

descriptions can be observed in the example below: 

"The  storm had  evidently  broken ·during  the  n / night, | though  huge  sea  

was still  n / running  and a stiff wind nblowing .|| Sail had ·been w / made  in the 

early w / watches,  so that the Ghost was racing  aw / long  under everything  

except the two w \ topsails  and the flying jib ||" 6, c. 202.  

This sea description has a high level of emotional-and-pragmatic potential due 

to accelerated tempo and pitch range modifications from a narrowed variant (e.g. The  

storm  had  evidently broken  ·during the  n / night, | though huge  sea was still 

n / running  and a stiff  wind nblowing .||) to a widened variant (e.g. Sail had ·been  

w /made  in the early w \/ watches, so that the Ghost was racing aw / long  under 

everything  except the two w \ topsails  and the flying jib .||, etc.). Moreover mid 

and narrowed pitch intervals between tone groups, domineering of rising terminal 

tones, approximately equal prominence and clear pronouncing of each notion word, 

distinct rhythm made it possible to define a mid level of its emotional-and-pragmatic 

potential. The static nature of the analyzed description is stated first of all due to 

moderate loudness in combination with temporal modifications from an accelerated 

variant (e.g. Sail had been / made  in the early  \/ watches, , etc.) to a moderate 

variant (e.g. ...so that the Ghost was racing a/ long  under everything  except the 

two \ topsails  and the flying jib.||) in some parts, accentuating the adverb still with 

the special rise for emphasizing that the storm has not abated down yet. 



Thus, rural static landscape descriptions are characterized by loudness 

modifications from a moderate variant to a lowed one or from a moderate variant to a 

raised one. Together with the organisation chiefly by low falling and rising tones with 

a low rate of their movement change it gives descriptions mainly a mid and low level 

of emotional-and-pragmatic potential.  

Consequently, the results of the carried out auditory analysis enable 

distinguishing loudness variations in the invariant intonation pattern of rural static 

descriptions’ actualisation. Thus, rural static descriptions are pronounced with raised, 

moderate and lowed loudness. 

The obtained auditory analysis data prove that rural static landscape 

descriptions have specific intonation which enables their adequate identification by a 

listener. We consider, that the experimental results presented in the paper can become 

a basis for further studying of intonation characteristics of landscape descriptions in 

other languages. 
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